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Abstract
Introduction: Since the emergence of normal occlusion concept, selecting an appropriate
treatment plan with or without tooth extraction has been a controversial subject. Nowadays, both
methods can be successfully used for treatment of patients. However, some clinicians still believe
that non-extraction orthodontic treatments have fewer complications. The purpose of this study
was to evaluate dental arch dimensional changes following non-extraction orthodontic treatment.
Materials &Methods: A total of 200 pre- and post-treatment diagnostic dental casts belonging to
100 patients (non-ext treated by 0.18 roth system) who met the inclusion criteria for this study
were collected from the archives of Shahid Beheshti Dental School. Sampling was
nonrandomized. A digital caliper with the accuracy of 0.1 mm was used for the measurement of
variables such as inter-canine width , inter-premolar width and inter-molar width.
Results: Non-extraction orthodontic treatment increased all the variables, except for the
mandibular inter-canine width and incisor-canine distance.
Conclusion: Non-extraction orthodontic treatment causes a significant increase in almost all
dental arch parameters. This increase manifests as teeth flaring.
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Dental arch following non-extraction orthodontic treatment

بررسی تغییرات طول و عرض قوس فکی متعاقب درمانهای ارتودنسی بدون کشیدن دندان
*

 اصغر عبادی فر،مهسا صبحی افشار

چکیده
 امريزٌ تیماران را. طرح درمان صحیح تا ي یا تذين کطیذن دوذان تحث تراوگیستًدٌ است، از زمان ظًُر وظریٍ اکلًشن ورمال:مقدمه
 اما َمچىان ایه پیص فرض در تیه تعذادی از دوذاوپسضکان يجًد دارد کٍ درماوُای ارتًدوسی،میتًان تا َر دي ريش درمان کرد
 َذف از ایه مطالعٍ تررسی تغییرات طًل يعرض قًس فکی متعاقة درماوُای ارتًدوسی.تذين کطیذن دوذان عًارض کمتری دارد
[ Downloaded from cjdr.ir on 2022-05-24 ]

.تذين کطیذن دوذان است
 سال21  تیمار تا میاوگیه سه100 ٍ جفت کست تطخیصی قثل ي تعذ از درمان متعلق ت200  در ایه مطالعٍ تعذاد:مواد و روش ها
ً درمان ضذٌ تًدوذ از آرضیNon ext  تصًرتRoth 0.18  ماٌ کٍ حائس ضرایط ایه مطالعٍ تًدوذ ي تا استفادٌ از سیستم6± ي
 ترای. اوتخاب تیماران تٍ صًرت سرضماری (غیر تصادفی) تًدٌ است.داوطکذٌ دوذاوپسضکی ضُیذ تُطتی مًرد تررسی قرار گرفتىذ
. میلیمتر استفادٌ گردیذ0/1 اوذازٌ گیری متغیرَای ایه مطالعٍ از کًلیس دیجیتالی تا دقت
 تراساس یافتٍ َای ایه تحقیق تمامی متغیرَای مًرد مطالعٍ طی درمان ارتًدوسی تذين کطیذن دوذان تا افسایص تمامی:يافته ها
-پارامترَای قًس دوذاوی مًاجٍ ضذوذ ي ایه افسایص در مًرد تمامی متغیرَا تٍ جس عرض ماتیه کاویه َای مىذیثل ي طًل اوسیسال
.کاویه کامالً معىی دار تًدٌ است
ٍ درمان ارتًدوسی تذين کطیذن دوذان تاعث افسایص معىی دار اکثر اتعاد قًس فکی میطًد کٍ ایه افسایص ت:نتیجه گیری
. دوذاوی ومًد می یاتذflaring صًرت
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 فک تاال،فک پاییه، ارتًدوسی، قًس دوذاوی:واژگان کلیدی

Introduction

Many

orthodontic

researchers

believe

that

a

successful orthodontic treatment should comply with
patients’ needs and patients must be satisfied with the
outcome. Since the emergence of the normal occlusion
concept, selecting an appropriate treatment plan with or
without tooth extraction has been a controversial
subject.[1-6] angle and his followers strongly opposed
extraction for orthodontics purposes.[7] and they did not
recognize any need for the extraction of teeth ,the
angle system dose not take into account any possibility
of arch perimeter problems.[8] However, Charles H
Tweed, one of Angle’s apostate students, was
dissatisfied with facial proportions in non-extraction
patients and challenged Angle’s non-extraction theory.
Due to his efforts, extraction orthodontic treatment
gained the spotlight and became a popular technique.[911]
Since 1960, with the advancements in orthodontic
techniques and appliances, this equilibrium lies towards
the non-extraction treatments again.[12]At present, due to
the advancements in orthodontic science, patients can be
treated with both techniques. However, choosing the
30

most appropriate treatment plan for patients is still a
difficult task in some cases. Some clinicians still believe
that tooth extractions further narrow the dental arch and
compromise smile esthetics because of the wide buccal
corridors.[13-15]Non-extraction orthodontic treatments do
not have such complications and therefore, are favored
by most clinicians. Another advantage of non-extraction
orthodontic treatments is their shorter duration
compared to the extraction treatments. However,
instability of treatment outcome and relapse is one
major drawback of this technique that significantly
affects the treatment planning. Theoretically, the greater
the buccalmovement of teeth, the greater the load
applied to teeth by the lips and chicks and therefore, the
greater their relapse will be.[16]Extraction orthodontic
therapy has better outcome stability but it has its own
disadvantages as well. Many studies have also
demonstrated that teeth tend to relapse even after
extraction orthodontic treatments.[17] Considering the
mentioned controversies, selection of an appropriate
treatment plan should not be only based on one of the
mentioned factors but dental and skeletal impacts of
extraction and non-extraction orthodontic treatments
Caspian J Dent Res-March 2016, 5(1): 29-35
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should be taken into account as well. It is important to
find out which treatment plan best complies with
patient’s conditions.[18]This study sought to assess
dental arch length and width changes following nonextraction orthodontic treatment.
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Materials &Methods
This retrospective descriptive analytical study was
conducted on 100 dental records of patients (age 21±0.5
years) with Class I malocclusion (non-ext treated by
0.18 roth system) and a total of 200 pairs of dental casts
that met the inclusion criteria were selected from the
archives of the Orthodontic Department of Shahid
Beheshti Dental School. Sampling was census and nonrandomized. The inclusion criteria were as follows:
1. Class I malocclusion
2. Presence of complete permanent dentition
3. Acceptable treatment outcome at the end of the
treatment course
4. Availability of pre- and post-orthodontic treatment
casts
5.Crowding range (5-9mm)
The exclusion criteria were as follows:
1. Congenital missing
2. Facial asymmetry
3. Orthodontic treatment along with tooth stripping
4. Orthodontic treatment along with the use of
adjunctive appliances such as Quad helix, functional
appliances and rapid palatal expander.
The variables of this study were:
1. Inter-canine width: defined as the linear distance
between the cusp tips of the right and left canines in
each arch
2. Inter-first premolar width: defined as the linear
distance between the buccal cusp tips of the right and
left first premolars in each arch
3. Inter-second premolar width: defined as the linear
distance between the buccal cusp tips of the right and
left second premolars in each arch
4. Inter-first molar width at MBCT: defined as the
linear distance between the mesio-buccal cusp tips of
first molars in each arch
5. Inter-first molar width at DBCT: defined as the
linear distance between the disto-buccal cusp tips of
first molars in each arch
6. Incisor-canine distance: defined as the linear
distance between the midpoint of the incisal edge of
Caspian J Dent Res-March 2016, 5(1): 29-35

central incisor and cusp tip of canine tooth in the right
and left quadrants
7. Canine-molar distance: defined as the linear distance
between the canine cusp tip and disto-buccal cusp tip of
the first molar in the right and left quadrants
8. Incisor-molar distance: defined as the linear distance
between the midpoint of the incisal edge of the central
incisor and the disto-buccal cusp tip of the first molar in
the right and left quadrants
9. Total arch length: defined as the sum of incisorcanine andcanine-molar distances of both quadrants of
each jaw
The variables were measured using a digital caliper with
the accuracy of 0.1 mm. Each measurement was
repeated twice with a 2-day interval time. If the
difference between the two measurements was greater
than 0.1 mm, a third measurement was made and the
mean of the three values was calculated and recorded.
Data were statistically analyzed using SPSS version
18 software. The mean and standard deviation of each
variable were calculated. Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was
applied to determine the distribution of data. Two-tailed
t-test was used for evaluation of changes before and
after treatment. Type I error () was considered as 0.05
and if type II error was smaller than 0.05 mm, the
difference was statistically significant.

Results
According to results non-extraction orthodontic
treatments significantly increased the inter-canine width
in the maxilla(Mean=0.88, SD=1.64). Mandibular intercanine width also increased(Mean=0.05, SD=1.72) but
this increase was not statistically significant. The interpremolar width (both first(Maxilla Mean: 2.07 ,
SD:2.07) (Mandible Mean:0.48,SD: 2.09) and
second(Maxilla Mean: 2.03, SD: 2.13(Mandible Mean:
1.18,SD: 2.45)) premolars) also increased significantly
in both maxilla and mandible as the result of nonextraction treatment. The inter-molar width at
MBCT(Maxilla Mean: 1.12, SD: 1.69) (Mandible
Mean: 1.05,SD: 1.70)and DBCT(Maxilla Mean: 0.67 ,
SD: 1.48)(Mandible Mean: 0.91 ,SD: 1.83)in both jaws
experienced a significant increase as well. The incisorcanine distance at both quadrants of the maxilla and
mandible increased but this increase only in the
maxillary left quadrant(Mean: 0.53 , SD: 1.11) was
statistically significant. The increase in canine-molar
distance was statistically significant in all areas except
for the right maxilla(Mean: 0.19 , SD: 1.49). A
significant increase was also noted in incisor-molar
31
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distance in both quadrants of the maxilla(Mean0.94 ,
SD: 1.88) and mandible(Mean: 0.92,SD: 2.12) as the
result of non-extraction orthodontic therapy. The total
arch length in both jaws significantly increased,
too(Maxilla Mean:1.67 , SD: 3.15 and Mandible Mean:
1.14 ,SD: 3.55). In the next step, the following
schematic views were drawn using the obtained mean
values for inter-canine width, inter-molar width, incisorcanine length, canine-molar length and incisor-molar
length. Figures 1 and 2 are shown the overall arch shape
before and after non-extraction orthodontic treatment.

Figure 3. Schematic view of dimensional changes of
the jaws before and after treatment
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B. After treatment

A. Before treatment
Figure 1.Schematic view of the maxillary arch
A. Maxilla

Before treatment
After treatment

..........

B. After treatment
B.After treatment
Figure 2. Schematic view of the mandibular arch
B.Mandible
The pre- and post-treatment images were
superimposed and evaluated as demonstrated in figure
3. As observed in figure 3 and 4, both jaws experienced
an expansion as the result of non-extraction orthodontic
treatment.

Before treatment ..........
After treatment
Figure 4. Schematic view of dimensional changes of
maxilla&mandible before and after treatment
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Discussion
A. Before treatment

A.Before treatment
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The importance of dimensional changes of the arch
due to orthodontic therapy and their role in choosing an
appropriate treatment plan has been well documented
and discussed in several studies. Based on our obtained
results, non-extraction orthodontic treatment expanded
the inter-canine width in both jaws. However, this
increase was only statistically significant in the maxilla.
Caspian J Dent Res-March 2016, 5(1): 29-35
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Inter-first premolar width and inter-second premolar
width increased in both the maxilla and mandible
(compared to baseline values) after non-extraction
orthodontic treatment. This increase in both jaws was
statistically significant. Furthermore, the inter-first
molar width at MBCT and DBCT significantly
increased in both jaws compared to the baseline values.
In general, this study demonstrated that non-extraction
orthodontic treatment caused a significant increase in all
arch width dimensions except for the mandibular intercanine width. Also, comparison of the drawn schematic
views in terms of the pre- and post-treatment mean
values indicates flaring of the teeth in both jaws. Similar
results were obtained by Bishara et al.[2], Isik et al.[19],
Taner et al.[20], Kim et al.[21],Aksuet al.[22]
The results of Bishara et al.[2]are in accord with our
findings. The only difference is that the understudy
subjects in our study had Class I malocclusion; whereas
Bishara evaluated Class II div 2 patients in two groups
of males and females. Furthermore, Bishara concluded
that post-treatment alterations had a similar trend in
males and females.
Taner et al.[20]evaluated dimensional changes of the
dental arch (width and form) in 21 Class II div 2
patients after non-extraction orthodontic treatment.
They applied a new, accurate computerized method and
obtained results completely similar to the present study.
They demonstrated that non-extraction orthodontic
treatment increased the maxillary and mandibular intercanine widths but this increase only in the maxilla was
statistically significant; which is in concord with our
finding. Also, the arch width at the first and second
premolars and first permanent molar region experienced
a significant increase due to non-extraction orthodontic
treatment.
Our obtained results also confirmed those of Isik et
al.[19]They evaluated a total of 84 patients; out of whom,
42 were treated with the non-extraction way, 15 were
treated through non-extraction along with rapid
maxillary expansion (RME) and 27 underwent
extraction of first premolars. They noticed that the
maxillary inter-canine width and the arch width at the
first and second premolars and first molar region of both
jaws increased significantly in the non-extraction group.
As expected, the magnitude of this increase was
significantly greater in subjects who underwent RME.
Gianelly et al.[23]evaluated 50 CLI, CLII and CLIII
patients (25 patients treated without extractions and 25
treated by extraction of four first premolars) and
Caspian J Dent Res-March 2016, 5(1): 29-35

concluded that the mandibular inter-canine dimension
experienced a significant increase after the extraction
treatment. They also showed an insignificant reduction
in inter-molar width, whereas in our study the intermolar width significantly increased as the result of nonextraction treatment. Differences between the two
studies may be attributed to Gianelly’s small sample
size (25 patients in each group) and measurement of
inter-second molar dimension instead of inter-first
molar width. We tried to obtain more accurate results in
our study by selecting a larger sample size and
determining strict inclusion and exclusion criteria.
Concerning the changes in length caused by nonextraction orthodontic treatment, our study showed that
although the incisor-canine distance at both right and
left quadrants of the maxilla and mandible increased
post-treatment, this increase only at the left maxillary
quadrant was statistically significant. Canine-molar
distance increased in both quadrants of the maxilla and
mandible as the result of treatment as well and this
increase was statistically significant at all areas except
for the maxillary right quadrant. The incisor-molar
distance experienced a significant increase, as expected,
in both quadrants of the maxilla and mandible.
Furthermore, total arch length significantly increased
post-treatment in both jaws.
In a study by Heiser et al.,[12]25 patients who
underwent non-extraction orthodontic treatment were
compared with 24 patients who underwent first
premolar extractions. The total maxillary arch length
significantly increased in the non-extraction group
compared to the baseline value. Total mandibular arch
length experienced an insignificant increase posttreatment. However, measurements made post-retention
and at the follow up session, indicated a significant
increase in mandibular arch length.
In the study by Al Sayagh et al’s [24] the incisorcanine distance increased in both males and females in
the non-extraction treatment group but this increase
only in the right maxillary quadrant was statistically
significant. The canine-molar and incisor-molar
distances increased in females but the obtained values
only for the left maxilla were statistically significant.
The reduction in canine-molar distance in men was not
significant but the incisor-molar distance experienced a
significant increase at both sides. The total arch length
increased in both males and females but this increase
only in the women’s group was statistically significant.
As mentioned earlier, the differences between the
33
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results of the mentioned study and ours may be
attributed to the Al Sayah’s small sample size in both
groups of men and women that reduced the internal
consistency of the results.

Conclusion
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Within the limitations of this study, it is concluded
that Non-extraction orthodontic treatment increased all
the variables, except for the mandibular inter-canine
width and incisor-canine distance.
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